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Grupo Uvesa
Uvesa is Spain’s second largest broiler integration: a progressive
company, with a commitment to quality from farm to table that has
delivered sustained growth for more than 50 years.
With direct control of the whole production chain, the business
delivers poultry and meat products to retail, wholesale and catering
customers, both in Spain and abroad.
Located in the Agrifood City of Tudela, in the Navarra region, Uvesa’s
new 6,500 sq.m. hatchery has a capacity of 1.1 million day-old chicks
per week and was designed and equipped to deliver total process
control for maximum hatchability and the best chick quality.
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“While we did look initially at working with separate suppliers for
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deliver a complete, integrated hatchery solution for Uvesa.”
“With a full package of service, including training and ongoing
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we are able to integrate incubation data with climate control
data and hatchery automation data through SmartCenterPro’s™

Rodrigo Garcia

hatchery information software.”

Hatchery Manager, Uvesa

Hatchery capacity: 47 million broiler chicks each year

Egg setting line, including
automatic de-stacking,
electronic weight grading with
data analysis and point setting

Air handling for setter and
hatcher rooms is managed by
air handling units, injecting
conditioned air into setter and
hatcher plenums

Efficient separation of day old
chicks and egg shells

SmartCenterPro™ hatchery
information system for real
time hatchperformance data
and analysis.

25 x SmartSetPro™- 6 setters,
divided across 2 setter rooms
to deliver a setting capacity of
1.1 million eggs per week

Fully automated candling/
transfer line, including
automated loading, in-ovo
vaccination, stacking and
de-stacking

24 x SmartHatchPro™ hatchers,
divided over 2 hatcher rooms to
deliver a hatching capacity of
900 thousand chicks per week

Double SmartCount™ counting
and dosing system, incorporating
Vision Technology, counts and
boxes chicks after inline sexing
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Pas Reform Hatchery Technologies
Pas Reform is an international company, which has specialised
in the development of innovative hatchery technologies for the
poultry sector since 1919.
The company has earned its position as one of the world’s
leading hatchery equipment manufacturers, through decades of
research into the biological and physiological aspects of embryo
development, combined with a thorough understanding of all
aspects of the poultry production chain – and a dedicated focus
on the future.

Pas Reform
P.O. Box 2
7038 ZG Zeddam
The Netherlands

Phone +31 314 659 111
Fax +31 314 652 575
E-mail info@pasreform.com
Internet www.pasreform.com

www.twitter.com/pasreform
www.linkedin.com/company/pas-reform-hatchery-technologies
www.youtube.com/pasreformbv
www.flickr.com/pasreform

